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ABSTRACT: This paper reports a groundbreaking approach for simultaneous
hydrogen production and storage that entails catalysis, electrochemistry, surface
science, and materials synthesis. A novel electrocatalytic system is developed
based on nickel nanocolumnar films of controlled microstructure prepared on K-
βAl2O3 solid electrolyte supports by oblique angle physical vapor deposition. The
outstanding characteristics of this system are a hydrogen storage capacity of up to
19 g of H2 (100 g of Ni)−1, which is unparalleled in the literature and the
possibility of controlling its release electrochemically, under fixed mild conditions
(280 °C and normal pressure). H2 is produced in situ by methanol steam re-
forming on the Ni catalyst, and it spills over onto graphene oxide aggregates
formed during the catalytic process, as confirmed by SEM, FTIR, and Raman
spectroscopy. The proposed storage mechanism considers a synergetic
contribution of both Ni and graphene oxide, promoted by K+ ions, in enhancing the hydrogen storage capacity of the system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen is a very important feedstock in the chemical
industry and a promising energy carrier with main applications
in internal combustion engines and fuel cell technology, where
it can be an alternative to the massive consumption of fossil
fuels. H2 presents a very high gravimetric energy density and
can be considered an environmentally friendly fuel, provided
that both the energy and the raw material employed for its
production are sustainable.1 To date, hydrogen is mainly
obtained via methane steam re-forming or water electrolysis,
although the catalytic conversion of hydrogen liquid carriers
such as alcohols is acquiring an increasing interest.2,3

Owing to the low volumetric energy density of gaseous H2,
the development of efficient hydrogen storage systems is of
paramount importance for its effective handling. In addition to
the conventional H2 storage in the form of compressed gas or
cryogenic liquid, most storage procedures can be grouped into
two main categories: physisorption of molecular H2 and
chemisorption of atomic hydrogen.4−6 In the first case,
adsorbents such as carbon materials, metal−organic frameworks
(MOFs), covalent organic frameworks (COFs), porous
polymers, and zeolites have shown fast H2 adsorption kinetics
and good reversibility, although their practical use is hampered
by their typically low H2 storage capacity (around 5 wt % at
−196 °C). In the second case, atomic hydrogen chemisorption
may lead to the formation of chemical compounds, such as

metal hydrides, although those providing high storage
capacities, e.g., LiBH4 (18 wt % H2), usually require high
decomposition temperatures (up to 600 °C) and present
problems of storage reversibility.
The H2 storage capacity of systems based on metal catalysts

such as Pt, Pd, or Ni is commonly increased by using some
metal oxide or carbonaceous support7−9 where H atoms may
spill over after hydrogen chemisorption on the active metal
phase from either a gaseous stream (as H2) or a liquid
electrolyte (electrochemically, i.e., as H+). Carbonaceous
structures containing oxygen-rich functional groups, such as
graphite oxide9,10 and graphene oxide,11,12 are especially suited
for this purpose. Hydrogen diffused from the metal catalyst
(source of H spillover) has been effective in yielding reduced
graphene oxide (RGO) from graphene oxide (GO).11,12 The
interest in this kind of material would be further amplified if, in
addition to the high prospects of GO as a precursor for
graphene manufacturing and its use in many application fields
(e.g., gas sensing,13 water purification,14 photocatalysis,15 oand
biotechnology16), it could also act as an effective hydrogen
storage material.
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Herein, we develop a novel materials system that first acts as
an electrocatalyst for the electrochemically assisted production
of H2 from direct alcohol−water streams at relatively low
temperature (i.e., 280 °C) and normal pressure and also
operates as an efficient hydrogen storage device. Outstanding
properties of this system are a high capacity to store H2 and the
possibility of inducing its release by just switching the catalyst
potential, while temperature and pressure conditions are kept
fixed. The key issue in sustaining this storage capacity is the
architecture of the electrode consisting of a new type of
nanostructured catalyst with a high porosity and excellent
performance for H2 production and storage from a humidified
methanol stream, as will be observed below. The nano-
structured active film consists of tilted Ni nanorods deposited
on a K-βAl2O3 solid electrolyte by physical vapor oblique angle
deposition (PV-OAD), also called glancing angle deposition
(GLAD).17−19 By this method, porosity, morphology, and gas-
exposed metal surface area can be enhanced simply by varying
the zenithal deposition angle between the evaporation target
and the substrate normal.20−22 In the course of this
investigation, it has been found that the unprecedented H2
storage capacity achieved is linked to the formation of
oxygenated graphene during the re-forming reaction. To
unravel the H2 storage and release mechanisms, different ex
situ characterization techniques (SEM, XPS, Raman spectros-
copy, and FTIR) have been employed. On the basis of the
obtained results, we propose that the voltage-driven removal of
K+ ions from the catalyst surface may act as a switching
mechanism on the nanostructured nickel film and carbonaceous
deposits (i.e., graphene oxide) to induce first the storage and
then the controlled release of hydrogen.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1. Preparation and Characterization of the Electro-
chemical Catalysts. The electrochemical catalyst consisted of
a Ni thin film (geometric area of 2.01 cm2), which also behaved
as the working electrode (W). A 19 mm diameter, 1 mm thick
K-βAl2O3 (Ionotec) pellet was used as both catalyst support
and K+-conductor material (i.e., as a source of alkali promoter
ions). In first place, Au counter (C) and reference (R)
electrodes were deposited on one of the sides of the solid
electrolyte by applying thin coatings of an organometallic Au
paste (Fuel Cell Materials 233001), followed by calcinations at

800 °C for 2 h (heating ramp of 5 °C min−1). The inertness of
these two Au electrodes to the methanol steam re-forming
reaction was checked via blank experiments. The active Ni
catalyst film was then prepared on the opposite side by two
different techniques: the classical physical vapor deposition
(PVD) method, i.e., in a configuration where vapor particles
impinge perpendicularly on the surface of the substrate, and a
modification of this technique called oblique or glancing angle
deposition (OAD or GLAD). By this method, the substrate (K-
βAl2O3) is placed in an oblique or glancing angle configuration
with respect to the evaporated flux of target material (Ni) to
enhance the shadowing effects during the film growth,17,18,23,24

as schematized in Figure 1. As a result, highly porous films
formed by tilted nanocolumns can be obtained, which are
characterized by a high gas-exposed surface area and a
controlled microstructure depending on the vapor incident
angle, the rotation speed of the substrate, and the temperature
during the deposition, among other factors. Herein, two types
of Ni catalyst films were prepared by applying two different
zenithal incident angles. In both cases, Ni target pellets
(Goodfellow, 99.9999% purity) were evaporated under vacuum
conditions by bombardment with a high kinetic energy (<5
keV) and intensity (150 mA) electron beam. Then, the vapor
was condensed onto the surface of the substrate (K-βAl2O3) at
room temperature. The first catalyst (henceforth denoted as
Ni0) was grown at α = 0° and consisted of a fairly compact Ni
film. The second Ni catalyst (denoted as Ni80) was deposited at
a zenithal evaporation angle of α = 80° and led to a catalyst film
composed of tilted Ni nanocolumns with high porosity (see
Figure 1). Both deposited Ni catalyst working electrodes (Ni0
and Ni80) were electrically conductive. Similar thin films were
prepared on silicon substrates for analysis purposes. In the case
of this standard substrate (i.e., flat silicon wafers), the
nanocolumns grow homogeneously on the entire surface, as
shown in the schematic of Figure 1a and in the SEM images of
Figure 1b,c. However, the K-βAl2O3 surface is rather rough (see
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information), with grain sizes of
1−5 μm, i.e., of the same order of magnitude as the Ni film
thickness. As a consequence, shadowing effects are higher on
this surface, where they lead to a nonuniform column
distribution. This point will be further discussed later. The
film thickness was estimated from scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) analysis using a Hitachi S4800 field emission

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the oblique angle physical vapor deposition technique. (b, c) Cross-sectional and top SEM images of the (b) normal and
(c) oblique angle deposited Ni catalyst films (Ni0 and Ni80, respectively) on silicon substrate.
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microscope operated at 2 keV. The final metal loading in the
sample grown in a normal configuration was calculated from
the SEM analysis and the geometric dimensions of the film.
Then, on the basis of this reference loading value, the metal
loading in the sample deposited at an oblique angle was
determined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) in a Panalytical
spectrophotometer (Model AXIOS) with a rhodium tube as
radiation source, by comparison of the total counts obtained for
the two samples normalized with the thickness. The measure-
ments were carried out on the samples deposited on the silicon
reference substrates and on the K-βAl2O3 substrates with a
similar result. The obtained Ni/K-βAl2O3/Au electrochemical
catalysts were placed into a single chamber solid electrolyte cell
reactor (Figure 2a) and the three electrodes (working, counter

and reference) were connected to an Autolab PGSTAT320-N
potentiostat−galvanostat (Metrohm Autolab). Prior to the H2
production/storage experiments, the catalyst films were
subjected to a 2% H2 stream (Ar balance) while being heated
at the working temperature, i.e., 280 °C (ramp of 5 °C min−1),
to ensure their reduced state.
2.2. Hydrogen Production and Storage Experiments.

Each experiment proceeded in four consecutive steps, as
follows.
(1) The Ni catalyst film was subjected for 30 min to

methanol steam re-forming (SRM) conditions (CH3OH/H2O
= 4.4%/5.2%, Ar balance, 6 Ndm3 h−1) at a positive potential,
VWR = +2 V, in order to remove all the promoter ions (K+) that
might be located on the catalyst working electrode. The aim of
this treatment is to obtain a cleaned Ni catalyst surface as a
reference state.
(2) Under the same reaction conditions, a constant negative

current, I, was applied for 45 min. In this way, K+ promoter ions
were electrochemically transferred at a constant rate, rK+ = I/F
(F being the Faraday constant, 96485 C), from the K-βAl2O3
solid electrolyte to the Ni catalyst electrode (Figure 2b), where
they may migrate through the entire gas-exposed Ni catalyst
surface and/or react with coadsorbed species. The reader is

referred to the comprehensive reviews by Vayenas et al.25 and
Vernoux et al.26

(3) After the reaction, the reactor was purged with Ar and
the system was kept under negative polarization.
(4) Finally, a linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was

performed from −0.6 to +2 V at a scan rate of 1 mV s−1

(still under an Ar atmosphere) to decompose the possibly
formed potassium-derived surface compounds and to bring the
K+ ions back to the solid electrolyte (Figure 2c). The
experiment ended when the release of gas compounds from
the catalyst electrode surface vanished.
Methanol (Panreac, 99.8% purity) and water (distilled and

deionized) were fed by sparging Ar through thermostated
saturators. The reaction gases (Praxair, Inc.) were certified
standards (99.999% purity) of Ar (carrier gas) and H2 (fed in
additional experiments). The gas flow rates were controlled by
a set of mass flowmeters (Bronkhorst EL-FLOW). All lines
placed downstream from the saturators were heated above 100
°C to prevent condensation. Reactant and product gases were
analyzed online by using a double-channel gas chromatograph
(Bruker 450-GC) equipped with Hayesep and Q-Molsieve 13X
consecutive columns and a CP-Wax 52 CB column, along with
thermal conductivity (TCD) and flame ionization (FID)
detectors, respectively.

2.3. Characterization Measurements after Catalytic
Experiments. In order to investigate the composition of the
catalyst surface during the H2 storage process and identify the
possible surface compounds formed, the catalyst film Ni80 was
characterized after the catalytic activity measurements. Prior to
the measurements, it was exposed to methanol steam re-
forming conditions (CH3OH/H2O = 4.4%/5.2%, Ar balance, 6
Ndm3 h−1) at 280 °C while a negative potential of VWR = −1 V
was applied. In this way, K+ ions electrochemically transferred
from the K-βAl2O3 solid electrolyte to the catalyst film could
favor the H2 production/storage process, as will be discussed
later. After 1 h, the electrochemical catalyst was cooled to 100
°C and the applied potential was interrupted (open-circuit
conditions). Then, the catalyst was transferred to the different
characterization equipment under inert conditions (i.e., under
an N2 atmosphere). The same procedure was repeated by
applying a positive potential of VWR = +2 V under a reaction
atmosphere before cooling the reactor.
In addition to SEM, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

was performed with a PHOIBOS-100 spectrometer with Delay
Line Detector (DLD) from SPECS, which worked in the
constant pass energy mode fixed at 30 eV. Monochromatic Mg
Kα radiation was used as the excitation source, and the binding
energy (BE) scale of the spectra was referenced to the C 1s
signal of graphitic carbon taken at 284.6 eV. The study of the
surface compounds was performed through specular reflectance
FTIR spectroscopy using a Jasco FT/IR-6200 spectrometer. All
spectra were typically obtained using 500 scans with a
resolution of 4 cm−1. To remove the background, the signal
obtained from a gold substrate was subtracted. Raman spectra
were also recorded with a HORIBA HR-800-UV microscope.
For these measurements, a green laser (532.14 nm) working at
600 lines per mm and a 100× objective were used.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Catalyst Thin Film Microstructure. For the different

experiments carried out in this work, nanostructured porous Ni
catalyst films used as working electrodes (Ni80) were prepared
at a zenithal angle, α, formed between the perpendicular to the

Figure 2. Schematic representations of (a) the single-chamber solid
electrolyte cell reactor and the electrochemical catalyst upon (b)
cathodic polarization (H2 storage step) and (c) anodic polarization
(H2 release step).
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substrate and the evaporation direction, set to 80°. Reference
dense Ni films (Ni0) were also deposited in a normal
configuration: i.e., with α = 0°. On a flat substrate, the PV-
OAD technique leads to the formation of highly porous films
formed by tilted nanocolumns resulting from shadowing effects
produced during the vapor condensation on the surface.17,18

Figure 1b,c show top view and cross-section SEM micrographs
of both Ni0 and Ni80 films, respectively, deposited on flat silicon
wafers. The Ni0 sample consists of a fairly dense film (1.3 μm
thick) formed by vertical, thin, and close-packed nanocolumns.
One can observe that these Ni0 nanocolumns present diameters
of around 100 nm and a very low porosity and roughness.
Unlike this compact morphology, catalyst Ni80 consists of a 0.6
μm thick film composed of tilted Ni nanocolumns (tilt angle, β
≈ 65°) with diameters of around 30 nm. They are grouped in
the form of bundles of three to five nanocolumns, leaving large
void spaces (50−100 nm) between them. A pore fraction of ca.
35% of total volume can be deduced for this sample by
considering its thickness and the metal loadings determined by
X-ray fluorescence (XRF), i.e., 1.09 and 0.36 mg Ni cm−2 for
samples Ni0 and Ni80, respectively. The microstructure of the
films, particularly for sample Ni80, opened significantly when
they were deposited on the ionic conductor pellet (K-βAl2O3)
and the homogeneous microstructure found on the silicon
substrates transformed into separated nickel nanocolumnar
agglomerates (cf. Figure 3a,b). Hence, shadowing effects are
higher in Ni films deposited on this substrate, where some

regions incorporating a high concentration of metal nano-
columns are surrounded by others with a very low coverage of
vaporized material. This phenomenon is depicted in Figure S2a
in the Supporting Information. We anticipate that the
heterogeneous surface resulting from this enhancement of the
shadowing effects due the intrinsic roughness of the K-βAl2O3
pellet27 is a critical factor for the promotion of the hydrogen
storage capacity of this electrocatalytic system. Figure 3a,b also
shows the strong influence of the vapor incident angle during
the film deposition procedure on the final catalyst porosity. The
morphology of the oblique angle physical vapor deposited film
can be appreciated in more detail in Figure S2b in the
Supporting Information. Figure 3c displays a micrograph of
Ni80 catalyst film after the catalytic experiments and shows that,
as discussed in more detail later, carbonaceous deposits are
formed during the re-forming reaction. Moreover, the Ni
nanocolumns showed the same shape and distribution in Figure
3b,c, thus confirming the good stability of this kind of catalyst
film under working conditions, a feature in agreement with
previous studies.28

3.2. Electrochemically Assisted H2 Storage Experi-
ments. In each experiment, H2 storage was achieved under
methanol steam re-forming conditions (CH3OH/H2O = 4.4%/
5.2%, Ar balance, 6 Ndm3 h−1) and application of a constant
negative current (I), i.e., upon transferring K+ ions from the
solid electrolyte to the Ni catalyst film. Then, after the reactor
was purged with Ar, the release step was induced upon positive
polarization: i.e., upon transferring the K+ ions back to the solid
electrolyte. Figure 4 shows the variation with time, during one
experiment with catalyst Ni80, of the outlet molar flow rates of
the different products, the catalyst potential (VWR) and the
current density (j). At t = 0, unpromoted H2, CO, and CO2
production rates of 6.35 × 10−5 mol of H2 s

−1 (g of Ni)−1, 8.5 ×
10−6 mol of CO s−1 (g of Ni)−1, and 2.0 × 10−6 mol of CO2 s

−1

(g of Ni)−1 were obtained (Figure 4a). These molar flow values
point to that, under the studied reaction conditions, methanol
decomposition (MD, eq 1) prevailed over steam re-forming
(SRM, eq 2), as commonly found with Ni-based catalysts.29

→ +CH OH 2H CO3 2 (1)

+ → +CH OH H O 3H CO3 2 2 2 (2)

During the application of a constant negative current of I = −20
μA (i.e., a current density of j = −10 μA cm−2 and a supply of
alkali ions to the catalyst electrode at a rate of I/F = 2.1 × 10−10

mol of K+ s−1, according to Faraday’s law), the obtained
amount of hydrogen continuously exceeded the theoretical
amount which could be expected on the basis of the
experimentally observed amounts of CO and CO2 (from eqs
1 and 2). This feature strongly suggested the accumulation of
carbonaceous deposits on the electrode surface. In the course of
the catalytic process, both H2 and CO production rates
decreased with time to 3.78 × 10−5 mol of H2 s

−1 (g of Ni)−1

and 4.8 × 10−6 mol of CO s−1 (g of Ni)−1, denoting a certain
deactivation of the Ni catalyst which we tentatively attribute to
the deposited carbon. After 45 min, when the catalyst potential
decreased to ca. −1.2 V and a total amount of 5.6 × 10−7 mol of
K+ was electrochemically transferred to the surface, the steam
re-forming reaction was interrupted and all the gas lines and the
reactor were fully purged with Ar. Under these conditions, a
linear increase of the catalyst potential (VWR) up to +2 V (i.e.,
inducing the migration of the K+ ions back to the solid
electrolyte; Figure 4b) led to a considerable desorption of H2

Figure 3. Top view SEM images of catalysts (a) Ni0 and (b) Ni80 as
deposited and (c) Ni80 after the H2 production/storage experiments
(280 °C, CH3OH/H2O = 4.4%/5.2%) and a final application of VWR =
−1 V for 1 h.
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along with low amounts of CO and CO2, stemming from
previously accumulated surface species. The integration of the
peak areas yields a release of 6.80 × 10−5 mol of H2, 5.6 × 10−6

mol of CO and 8 × 10−7 mol of CO2 during this anodic scan.
These values show that the amount of released H2 was not only
larger than that of the other gas products but also 1 order of
magnitude higher than the amount of K+ ions transferred
during the negative polarization step. It is worth noting that the
evolution of gases in this step was only detected after the
majority of K+ ions had been brought back to the solid
electrolyte (i.e., when the current was approaching 0). This
shift between the H2 molar flow peak and the anodic current
peak might be a consequence of the different nature of these
processes, i.e., transfer of K+ ions (fast electrochemical process)
and H2 release (desorption process), and by certain delays in
the detection caused by the pipe tubes between the reactor and
the gas chromatograph.
Different experiments varying the applied negative current

during the H2 production/storage step under reaction
conditions were performed with catalysts Ni0 and Ni80. During
the negative polarization step a higher catalytic activity and a
more pronounced deactivation were observed for the catalyst
Ni80 in comparison to the same experiments performed on Ni0
(cf. Figure S3 in the Supporting Information), probably due to
the higher porosity and gas-exposed surface of the former.
These results prove the importance of the porous micro-
structure of catalyst Ni80 in defining the overall electrocatalytic
response of the system. Figure 5 shows, for the two Ni catalyst
films, the influence of the magnitude of the negative
polarization applied during the H2 production/storage step
on both the H2 release and the positive current density
subsequently obtained during the last step of the experiments
(i.e., during the linear sweep voltammetry under an Ar
atmosphere). The larger amount of released H2 (6.99 × 10−5

mol of H2 from sample Ni80 vs 5.3 × 10−6 mol of H2 from

Figure 4. Variation of (a) H2, CO, and CO2 molar flow rates and (b)
current density (j) and catalyst potential (VWR) with catalyst Ni80
during the following steps at 1 atm and 280 °C: CH3OH/H2O =
4.4%/5.2%, j = −10 μA cm−2 (H2 production/storage); 100% Ar, j =
−10 μA cm−2 (cleaning); 100% Ar, linear sweep voltammetry (LSV)
from −0.6 V to +2 V at 1 mV s−1 (H2 release).

Figure 5. Variation of H2 molar flow rate and current density (j) with catalyst films (a, b) Ni0 and (c, d) Ni80 at 1 atm and 280 °C during the H2
release step (100% Ar, LSV from −0.6 V to +2 V, 1 mV s−1) performed after the imposition of different negative currents for 45 min during the H2
production/storage step (CH3OH/H2O = 4.4%/5.2%).
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sample Ni0 after applying −15 μA cm−2 for 45 min) and the
longer duration of the process on sample Ni80 further sustain
the importance of its peculiar nanostructure in controlling the
reactivity of the system. It must be stressed that the amount of
transferred K+ ions transferred to/from the nickel electrode was
in all cases much lower than the amount of released H2, while
the amounts of CO and CO2 released were almost negligible. In
terms of amount of hydrogen released per nominal amount of
metal, catalysts Ni80 and Ni0 stored up to 19.6 and 0.5 g of H2
(100 g of Ni)−1, respectively: i.e., a H to Ni ratio amounting to
11 for sample Ni80. A first assessment of these figures markedly
suggests that not only surface nickel atoms but also other
species at the electrode surface participate in the H2 storage
mechanism. Additional experiments carried out subsequently
(see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information) strongly
supported the carbonaceous nature of these species: (i)
methanol feed during the first step of the process was always
necessary to achieve a high H2 storage capacity, (ii) water
addition did not produce any significant increase of storage
capacity, and (iii) an almost negligible amount of hydrogen was
released when the initial negative polarization step was
performed under H2 in an Ar stream. These results also
denote that the transferred K+ ions are not directly bonded to
hydrogen, although they affect the H2 storage/release
mechanism, as observed in Figure 5.
A quantitative summary of the main magnitudes entailing

these experiments is reported in Table 1, from which is seen the

remarkably high efficiency of this kind of electrocatalytic
system, only requiring a minute electric energy consumption
for its operation (ranging from 0.1 to 1.8 kWh (kg of H2)

−1).
All of the experiments were repeated, and consistent and
reproducible results were obtained. For instance, Figure S5 in
the Supporting Information confirms the reproducibility of the
results obtained in repeated experiments, in terms of overall
amounts of released H2 and transferred K+. Hence, under such
conditions, it is likely that the steady-state conditions have
already been reached either in the accumulation degree of
graphene oxide or, at least, in its influence on the H2 storage
capacity.
3.3. Surface Chemistry and Role of Potassium

Promotion. Scanning electron microscopy was used to
examine the surface state of the electrode Ni80 before and
after its exposure to methanol steam re-forming conditions
(Figures 3b,c, respectively). For the fresh catalyst (i.e., before
operation), Figure 3b shows the formation of different
agglomerates of Ni nanocolumns that leave a considerable

free space between them (note that this does not preclude the
presence of a thin nickel layer serving as an electrical
connection between agglomerates and providing the required
electrical conductivity to the ensemble). Interestingly, after the
re-forming reaction (CH3OH/H2O = 4.4%/5.2%) and an
applied potential of VWR = −1 V for 1 h, Figure 3c clearly shows
that the space between agglomerates appears fully covered by
black regions of pillared fragments of carbonaceous deposits (as
determined by EDX) that exhibit a wrinkled and overlapped
structure characteristic of graphene oxide (GO).30,31 This
tentative attribution was confirmed by a series of other
characterization results as reported next.
XPS spectra (Figure 6a) were recorded for the used catalyst

Ni80 after positive and negative polarization. In no case it was
possible to observe any significant contribution of the alumina
substrate, thus confirming that, even in this porous sample,
interconnected nickel deposits spread over the entire surface of
the ion-conductive pellet. The C 1s spectrum is composed of
two well-defined components, one at a binding energy (BE) of
289.4 eV attributed to carbonate/carboxyl-like or similar
oxygenated species32 and another at 284.6 eV usually attributed
to C−C bonds that, in their majority, we tentatively recognize
as due to the backbone structure of GO. It is remarkable that
the K 2p spectrum also reported in this figure (at 292.4 eV for
the K 2p3/2 peak) undergoes a significant decrease in intensity
for the sample taken after positive polarization, a feature
confirming the electrochemical removal of potassium ions from
the catalyst surface back to the solid electrolyte. The Ni 2p peak
was also measured after exposure to the atmosphere (Figure S6
in the Supporting Information). In the case of the as-deposited
sample, the spectral contribution of the metallic peak at 853 eV
is apparent, combined with another component at 855 eV of
similar intensity that must be attributed to NiO and/or
Ni(OH)2.

33 In the case of the postreaction samples, both of
them are very similar, indicating that, after reaction and
exposure to the air atmosphere, the nickel surface is at least
partially oxidized. However, it should be noted that this
technique is only sensitive to a surface thickness of a few
nanometers and, thus, no clear conclusions can be drawn from
these results in relation to the oxidation state in the bulk of the
nanocolumnar Ni catalyst film.
The Raman (Figure 6b) and IR (Figures 6c,d) spectra can be

used to identify the carbonaceous species formed on the surface
of this catalyst and to follow their evolution upon changing the
electrode polarization (i.e., when removing the K+ ions from
the surface). The normalized Raman spectra in Figure 6b are
characterized by a series of peaks and bands at 1343, 1597,
2583, and 2895 cm−1 which, according to the literature, can be
assigned to different vibrational modes of GO. The bands at
1343 and 1597 cm−1, attributed to strong disordered (D) and
graphitic (G) vibrational modes and having a intentisty ratio
(i.e., ID/IG ratio) slightly lower than unity, are generally taken as
a fingerprint of GO.34−36 The less intense bands at 2500−3000
cm−1 are also characteristic of graphene oxide.11,31,34 The high
intensity of these Raman peaks, practically the unique clear
features observable in the spectra, confirm the assumption that
the majority of carbonaceous species formed during the re-
forming reaction corresponds to oxidized graphene (cf. Figure
3c). A first noticeable difference between the two Raman
spectra, before and after positive polarization (i.e., potassium
removal), refers to an increase in the intensity of bands at 2583
(2D) and 2895 (D + G) cm−1, a feature that, according to the
literature,11 must be linked with an increase in the order of the

Table 1. Comparison of Electrochemical Catalyst
Performance

Ni0 catalyst Ni80 catalyst

current density
during H2 storage
step (μA cm−2)

5 10 15 5 10 15

H2 storage capacity
(g of H2 (100 g of
Ni)−1)a

0.27 0.43 0.49 10.13 19.05 19.59

electric energy
consumption (kWh
(kg of H2)

−1)b

0.92 1.28 1.79 0.13 0.15 0.27

aThese values were obtained from the anodic LSV step. bThese values
include both cathodic and anodic polarization.
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graphene structure. Simultaneously, the height increase (the
area remaining practically invariable) and sharpening, upon K+

removal, of the narrow peak at 1072 cm−1, which is the sole
band not ascribed to GO but is attributed to the ν(CO3

2−)
symmetric stretch of carbonate species,37 points to a similar
increase of the structural order of these adsorbed species.
The FT-IR spectra reported in Figures 6c,d provide

additional insights into the evolution of carbonaceous species
after positive and negative polarizations. These spectra show a
series of bands that, according to the existing literature on
graphene oxide and adsorbed carbonate species, can be
grouped into five types of functional groups:31,35,38−40

(a) broad band around 3400 cm−1: O−H groups
(b) groups of bands around 1700 cm−1: −COO− antisym-

metric stretching, −COOH antisymmetric stretching,
−CO stretching, CC stretching, adsorbed carbonate
species, H2O

(c) groups of bands around 1390 cm−1: −COO− symmetric
stretching, −OH bending, −C-O−, C−O−C

(d) groups of bands around 1000 cm−1: C−O and C−OH
stretching

(e) groups of bands around 830 cm−1: −C-H stretching

The most striking feature when the spectra of the two
samples are compared is the appearance of new bands within
each group after positive polarization and the clear develop-
ment of a broad band at around 3400 cm−1 due to the
stretching of O−H groups. In agreement with the referenced
FT-IR studies in the literature on GO, we attribute these
changes to the protonation of C(O)n (n = 1, 2) groups present
on the graphene oxide surface after removal of potassium. A
reasonable hypothesis agreeing with these changes in the FT-IR
spectra and the evolution observed in the Raman spectra is that
potassium ions located at the surface of the negatively polarized

catalyst contribute to stabilizing both the negatively charged
carboxyl and epoxy groups grafted onto the GO and the
carbonate groups deposited/adsorbed on the electrode surface.
Then, during the removal of potassium from the positively
polarized electrode, stabilization of these groups would occur
with protons produced in parallel to the observed release of
gaseous H2.
It should also be noted that there are several studies in the

literature on the formation of graphitic carbon and graphene
sheets from the catalytic decomposition of methane and other
hydrocarbons and oxygenated compounds on Ni-based
catalysts.41,42 However, to the best of our knowledge, this is
the first time that graphene oxide has been systematically
obtained from methanol decomposition in an electrocatalytic
system.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. H2 Storage and Release Mechanisms. The catalytic
performance and the H2 storage and release results reported in
the previous section might involve different chemisorption
mechanisms. For example, as supported by XPS and Raman
spectra, potassium carbonates or bicarbonates are likely to form
under methanol steam re-forming conditions and negative
polarization due to the interaction between the K+ ions and the
gaseous molecules present in the reaction mixture (H2O, H2,
CO2, and CO).43,44 Thus, the partial decomposition of
adsorbed carbonates during the positive polarization step (see
Figure 4a and Figure S3a in the Supporting Information) would
probably produce the release of CO and CO2 and, in the case
of bicarbonate species or other methanol steam re-forming
intermediates (e.g., methoxy species), also some H2. However,
this mechanism would justify neither the high amount of
released hydrogen nor the excess of H2 with respect to the

Figure 6. XPS, Raman, and FTIR spectroscopy analysis of catalyst film Ni80: (a) C 1s and K 2p XPS spectra, (b) Raman spectra normalized at the
peak 1597 cm−1 in the region 3200−2700 cm−1, and (c, d) FTIR spectra in the regions 1900−750 and 4000−2500 cm−1, after application of the
Kramer−Kronig correction. Samples were examined after the H2 production/storage experiments (280 °C, CH3OH/H2O = 4.4%/5.2%) and the
final application of VWR = −1 V for 1 h (pink lines) and VWR = +2 V for 1 h (blue lines).
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released CO/CO2. Formation of potassium hydride or
hydroxide during the reaction step, another possible way of
storing hydrogen,45 must be also ruled out as the main H2
storage route, because the amount of transferred K+ ions
transferred to/from the solid electrolyte was in all cases much
lower than that of released H2. Therefore, after discarding these
possibilities, we propose here that H2 storage in this system
mainly involves the chemisorption of H atoms on Ni active
sites and their spillover onto other surface compounds,8,9 likely
carbonaceous deposits, formed under reaction conditions.
Hydrogen spillover is a recursively studied phenomenon in
supported catalysts that implies the formation of H atoms by
H2 dissociation

10,11 or H+ reduction12,46 on an active catalytic
phase and their diffusion to adjacent surface sites over the
catalyst support acting as receptor material. The mechanism
proposed here to account for H2 production and storage
assumes the occurrence of such a spillover effect on the Ni
catalyst film, as schematically illustrated in Figure 7.
Under negative polarization conditions, the incorporation of

electropositive alkali ions would modify the electronic state
(e.g., work function) of the metal catalyst, leading to significant
changes in its chemisorption properties. Specifically, under
methanol steam re-forming conditions, the presence of
potassium on the catalyst surface likely causes the strengthening
of the Ni−C bond and the weakening of the O−H bonds in
methanol molecules, thus facilitating the CH3OH adsorption
and posterior dehydrogenation toward H2 and CO (eqs
3−8).20,47,48

→CH OH CH OH3 3 (a) (3)

→ +CH OH CH O H3 (a) 3 (a) (a) (4)

→ +CH O H CO H3 (a) 2 (a) (a) (5)

→ +H CO CO 2H2 (a) (a) (a) (6)

→2H H(a) 2 (7)

→CO CO(a) (8)

Similarly, as reported in other electrochemical promotion44 and
classical alkali promotion49 studies, potassium ions would also
favor the dissociation of CO molecules and therefore the
carbon formation (eq 9).

→ +CO C O(a) (a) (a) (9)

The spillover of chemisorbed H atoms would take place from
the Ni active sites onto these carbonaceous compounds, where
the presence of K+ ions could stabilize the hydrogen
adsorption, as observed elsewhere when alkali ions were
intercalated into graphitic layers.50,51 In these studies, Li- or K-
based dopants, among others, acted as electronic promoters to
attract hydrogen molecules. A similar K-dependent stabilization
would explain in our case that H2 release only occurred after
removal of the K+ ions from the catalyst film to the solid
electrolyte. In agreement with the outlined hypothesis, SEM
(Figure 3c), Raman (Figure 6b), and infrared (Figure 6c,d)
spectroscopy has demonstrated the formation of graphene
oxide (GO) as the main form of carbon species generated from
eq 9. The grafting of oxygen-containing groups on the GO is
believed to favor the spillover of H atoms9,52 and its
chemisorption in the vicinity of these functional groups or
other surface irregularities.9,53 In this way, this oxidized
graphene, decorated with K+ ions and presenting a rich variety
of oxygenated functional groups, would straightforwardly
chemisorb hydrogen and would constitute, together with Ni,
the main storage recipient of hydrogen in the system. This
storage mechanism would also explain the slower H2 release
rate observed for catalyst Ni80 in Figure 5c (vs catalyst Ni0, in
Figure 5a), where the reverse spillover of the H adatoms toward
the Ni active sites would involve a slower diffusion process of
these atoms from rather inaccessible GO sites.

4.2. Assessment of Storage Capacity and Perform-
ance of the Electrocatalytic Device. Although there have
been several studies on hydrogen production form alcohols by
using Ni-based catalysts,54,55 this is the first time that H2 has
been simultaneously produced and stored by feeding a
humidified methanol stream, with the assistance of electro-
chemistry. Several important particularities and advantages of
the proposed electrocatalytic system are listed below. Unlike
previous studies where NOx

56,57 or CO2
43 were captured by

using K+-conductor solid electrolytes through the formation of,
respectively, potassium nitrates and carbonate compounds, K+

ions in our system would barely be directly bonded to
hydrogen, although they would be involved in both the
formation of an adsorbent carbonaceous material and the
subsequent hydrogen adsorption. Remarkably, the electric
energy consumed during the hydrogen storage/release steps
was negligible (see Table 1), even if the electrocatalytic system
based on Ni80 presents H2 storage capacities as high as 19 wt %
with respect to Ni. These values are very encouraging if they are
compared, for example, to those obtained with Mg2NiH4 (3.6

Figure 7. Proposed mechanism for electrochemically assisted H2 production and storage. Under negative polarization, K+ ions electrochemically
transferred to the nickel catalyst would promote the production of H2 from methanol and CO dissociation. In addition to the formation of some K+-
derived surface compounds, H2 would be mainly stored by the K+-assisted spillover of H atoms on the graphene oxide.
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wt %), other hydrides of Ni-containing alloys working at lower
operation temperatures, such as CoNi5H4 and LaNi5H6 (less
than 2 wt %), and even the best-performing hydrides, i.e., the
borohydrides (around 18 wt %), which typically require
decomposition temperatures as high as 600 °C for hydrogen
release.4−6

The use of oblique angle physical vapor deposited films for
H2 storage in the form of MgH2 was reported for V-decorated
and V-doped Mg nanostructures.21,58 In these studies, H2
adsorption and desorption temperatures generally decreased
upon increasing the zenithal deposition angle,21 and the
theoretical hydrogen storage capacity for MgH2 (7.6 wt %)
was reached at around 280 °C.58 However, in those and most
studies in the literature on the storage of hydrogen, this gas is
fed in molecular form, thus requiring the previous implementa-
tion of ex situ hydrogen production processes. Moreover, in the
commonly employed storage systems based on either H2
physisorption or formation of metal hydrides, pressure and/
or temperature have to be modified during adsorption/
desorption steps to enable the uptake/release of the gas. It is
remarkable that the Ni/K-βAl2O3/Au electrochemical catalysts
developed here enable the direct (in situ) H2 production and
storage under fixed, mild operation conditions (280 °C and
atmospheric pressure), with the electrical polarization as the
unique control parameter. Hence, in this system, hydrogen is
supplied neither from a gaseous stream nor from an aqueous
solution but as the product of an internal methanol re-forming
reaction simultaneously carried out on the porous Ni catalyst
film. We believe that the developed electrocatalytic system
shows potential applications for the in situ controlled storage
and release of hydrogen under fixed, mild reaction conditions
from fuels such as methanol. In view of the obtained results,
one could even consider the possibility of implementing this
process by using similar electrocatalytic systems composed of
nickel catalyst films deposited on both sides of the alkali-
conductor material, in such a way that both the production/
storage and the release of H2 could be continually (cyclically)
carried out by only switching the electric polarization.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The present work faces two important challenges in the current
development of hydrogen technology: H2 production from
sustainable sources and its efficient storage. An advanced
electrocatalytic system has been developed, on the basis of
porous nickel catalyst films with tunable microstructure which
were prepared by the oblique angle physical vapor deposition
technique on a K+-conductor material acting as catalyst support.
The electrochemical catalysts were tested under methanol
steam re-forming conditions for the simultaneous K+-assisted
H2 production and storage.
The key roles of both the catalyst porosity and K+ ion

transfer in H2 storage (and release) were proved. The
deposition of graphene oxide on the catalyst surface under
the reaction conditions also seemed to be of paramount
importance in enhancing the H2 storage capacity of the system.
On the basis of the experimental results and several
characterization techniques, a H2 storage mechanism has been
proposed mainly on the basis of hydrogen chemisorption on
nickel active sites and its spillover onto the graphene oxide
aggregates under the promotional effect of K+ ions.
With respect to most of the common H2 storage systems

based on either physisorption or chemisorption processes, three

major advantages of this electrocatalytic system must be
highlighted:

(1) An unparalleled hydrogen storage capacity per amount of
metal is obtained (up to 19 g of H2 (100 g of Ni)−1)
under relatively mild conditions (280 °C, 1 atm) and
with negligible electric energy consumption (less than 2
kWh kg H2

−1).
(2) Hydrogen is not fed in its molecular form or by

electrochemical means. H2 is simultaneously obtained
and stored by feeding a humidified methanol stream as
raw material.

(3) No change in temperature or pressure is required in the
whole process. Hydrogen production, storage, and
release are carried out under fixed operation conditions,
by only varying the applied current or potential.
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